Praxair: The Pressure’s Off Your Diving Gases Equipment Needs
Cylinder Floor Stand
Designed and built for the safe storage of cylinders up to 12" in diameter. Welded construction and epoxy power paint finish provide structural integrity.

Protocol Station
Designed to provide a safe, economical way to support regulators, which helps prevent regulator damage.

Wall Mounted Cylinder Bracket
Government regulations require that compressed gas cylinders be secured when in storage or in use. This cast aluminum bracket, with chain restraint, provides an easy method to secure to a suitable surface.

4096 Regulator
Praxair’s 4096 regulator is designed to deliver pressure ranges of 0-2500 psi for transfilling of inert gases or oxygen from a cylinder or bank source and can be panel mounted or ordered with a cylinder connection.

Features and Benefits
• Barstock Body - Smooth surface finish
• Front and rear panel mountable and available with standard CGA’s for cylinder mounting
• Pressure Range - 0-2500 psi

Single Row Manifold*
Designed for centralized distribution of cylinder gases. Each system comes complete with a stainless steel flexible pigtail.

Ordering Information – Series PRS028ABCD-CGA (Brass) Series PRS028ABCD-CGA

A B C D
Configuration Cylinders/Side Pigtail Style Outlet Inlet Connections
1: Standard Single Row 4: Compact Single Row 0: 10 cylinders 6: 6 cylinders 0: None 1: 1/4" FPT Please specify
(right or left extension) (right or left extension) 1: 1 cylinder 7: 7 cylinders 2: Flexible 316 Stainless Steel, 2: With CGA Adapter inlet CGA
2: Standard Double Row 5: Compact Double Row 2: 2 cylinders 8: 8 cylinders 3: Flexible 316 Stainless Steel, 36", with Check Valve
(two pigtails per station) (two pigtails per station) 3: 3 cylinders 9: 9 cylinders 4: 4 cylinders 36", with Check Valve
3: Standard Duplex 6: Compact Duplex 3: 3 cylinders 9: 9 cylinders 5: 5 cylinders 6: Flexible 316 Stainless Steel, 72", with Check Valve
(right and left extensions) (right and left extensions) 3: Flexible 316 Stainless Steel, 72", with Check Valve

* Rated to 3,000 psi

High-Pressure Hoses
Stainless steel 316L flexible hoses are designed for flexible operation.

Pressure Gauges
These 2 1/2" chrome-plated brass gauges allow for monitoring of pressures in system.

Part Number Range
PRSS50-0248 0-4000

Check Valves
Used to ensure that gas flows only in one direction.